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D b j/[1- G2(2 e2)cos26] dOd6 r I-e2(2-e2)cos26] D 
J2Of (1-e2cos28)2 (1- dO. 

Representing e2(2-e2) by p and expanding, 

D=2b f:w(1liPcosS -jp cos- I4p3cos6 66-, jp4cos8 o-etc.) 

+ f:ff(l4Pcos2 6- 1 p2cOs4'- p3COS6 0-f Ip4 Cos8 H-etc ) dO 

Jo ~~~~(1-e2cos28)3 

=24 f [1 + ie2 (2 + e2)cos2 + -e4 (4 +12e2-e4)cos4?+ r'e6(-8 + 52e2 

-lOe4 ?te6)cos66+ATie5(-272+800e2-264e' +56e6-5e5)cos56#+etc.]d6 

,-4 [1+ie2(1+e2)cos26?8e'(-l+10e2-e4)cos4'6?lweV%-15+39e2 

-9e4 + e6)cos6 6+-f ge5 (- 261 + 564e2 - 262e + 28e6 -5e5)cos8 6+etc.]d6 

2b (1+ e(2+ e2 ) + e(4 +12e2- ) + ef (-8?52e2-Oe4 ?4e6) 
- 1+je2(1+e2)+co 4(-1+ le e2-e4) +Te6(-15+39e2-9e1 639 

which is the required average length. 

?Czn'.--Put e=i-; then substitute and reduce, we obtain 
1218749 269 - 

D= 1218749 of 2b=1.07t63 times 2b=1.076 x 2= 26(of the minor axis of 1133057 2 5)0 

the given ellipse). 
This problem was also solved by Professors SUHEFFER anid ZERR. Professor AMATZ sent in three 

different solutions. 

PROBLEMS. 

13. Proposed by I. L. BEVERAGE, Monterey, Virginia 

Find the mean values of the roots of the quadratic x2- ax+b=o, the roots 
being known to be real, but b being unknown and positive. 

14. Proposed by CHARLIS E. MYERS, Canton, Ohio. 

A of all the mellons in a patch are not ripe, and l of all the mellons in the 
same patch are rotten, the remainder being good. If a man enters the patch on a 
dark night and takes a mellon at random, what is the probability that he will get a 
good one? 

15. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, M. So., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematios and Astronomy in 
New Windsor College, New Windsor, Maryland. 

Todhunter proposes: "From a poiint in the circumference of a circular field a 
projectile is thrown at random with a given velocity, which is such that the diameter 
of the field is equal to the greatest range of the projectile; prove the chance of its 
falling within the field, is C=2-l_27r-1(V 2-1),.236+." Is this result per- 
fectly correct as to fact? 
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18. Proposed by B. F. YONKEL, A. M., Professor of Mathematics in Kidder Institute, Kidder, 

What is the average volume common to a cube and a rectangular solid one 
Inch square, the axis of rectangular solid being equal to and coinciding with the 
diagonal of the cube? 

Solutions to these problems should be received on or before September 1st. 

M ISCELLAN EOUS. 

Oonduoted by J. M. OOLAW, Monterey, Va. All oontribution to this department should be sent to him. 

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS. 

8. Proposed by H. 0. WHITAKIER, B. S., M. E., Professor of Mathematis, Manual Training 
Sohool, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. 
Find a general expression for the (integral) co-ordinates of a triangle with 

sides of integral lengths. 
Solution by the PROPOSER. 

My own method of solving this problem has been to take the three 

equations y=Nx, y=r, and y=-+g, and eliminating .r and y solve for g; a 

and b, c and d, e and,f being A= sides of right triangles. 
The sides I usually take for triangles have lengths (39, 34, 2a), 

(13, 45, 40), (10, 39, 35). I am in the habit of giving a whole group of prob- 
lems with the same triangle to be worked out cons3cutively; e. g., Find, (1), 
length of each side; (2) equations of each side, (3), len th each altitude; (4), 
sine each angle; (5), area; (6), equation of bisectors of each angle; (7), posi- 
tion of centers of inscribed and escribed circles; (3), their radii, sad so on. 

Another day I give something like this; A A has its vertices at (5, 10), 
(6, 4) and (3, 2), find, (1), the equations of the sides; (2), the equations of the 
altitudes; (3), the point of intersection of the altitudes; (4), the co-ordinates of 
the middle point of each side; (5), the equations of the medians; (6), the inter- 
section of same; (7), the equations of perpendiculars through middle points of 
each side; (8), their intersection; (9),the equation of line through (3), (6) and(8). 

9. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Prineipal of High Sohool, Stsunton, Virginia 
Wires of five different metals A, B, G, D, E, having resistances a, b, c, d, e, 

have theit ends soldered together at two junctions which are maintained at differ- 
ent constant temperatures. If the strength of current In B, when all five wires are 
continuous, is X, the strength of current when B, C, D, are cut is 8a, the strenth of 
current when A, C, D, are cut is Sb, the strength of current when A, B, D, are cut is 
Sa, find the strength of current Sx, when A, B, 0, are cut. 
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